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Abstract
Increasing wildland-urban interface has pressured land managers to find innovative and costefficient ways to reduce the threat from wildfire. Accomplishing this task will require a suite of
management tools designed to account for a variety of geospatial and forest stand characteristics
present on the landscape, providing accurate cost estimates on which to base their decisions. We
are developing an expanded forest fuels treatment cost analysis program that enhances the
capabilities of the Fuels Reduction Cost Simulator (FRCS) (Hartsough et. al. 2006). FRCS has
been reprogrammed in R and linked directly to the Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS) (Dixon
2002) and the BioSum model (Fried and Christensen 2004). The new version of FRCS is called
FVS-OpCost. FVS-OpCost makes it possible to choose between different harvest systems, and
incorporates new production and cost equations from recently published literature. Gaps in the
model are being filled with production and cost equations from recent literature. This work will
deliver a finished product capable of interacting with BioSum and FVS, while covering a greater
range of treatment options and cost algorithms, and improving the utility of the programs. After
linking BioSum to FVS-OpCost, an array of simulations will be evaluated to characterize and
map the cost-effectiveness of fuel treatments over the Pacific Northwest using the Forest
Inventory Analysis (FIA) and other inventory data. The new simulator will also be able to
simultaneously simulate a variety of prescription options and create cost estimations for future
treatments, comparing real and ideal equipment options by region.
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Introduction: Fires play an important role in North American forests. Fire events fundamentally
shape the ecosystem and the communities within them. Some systems have naturally occurring
fire intervals that can be allowed to run their course without interference, but in other
environments (i.e. the wildland urban interface), fires need to be controlled. In post-World War
II America, this control has traditionally come through reacting to and suppressing active
wildfires. It is now known that this effective system of wildfire suppression has allowed forest
fuels to accumulate unnaturally, resulting in catastrophic wildfires (Agee and Skinner 2005). One
method that has been developed within the last few decades to address the accumulated fuel
loading is an active reduction or manipulation of the pre-fire biomass within a forested stand.
This practice is becoming increasingly common, motivated by evolving fire management
practices and a better understanding of the benefits (Reinhardt et al. 2008). In many
circumstances, it is cheaper, safer, and environmentally advantageous to treat the fuel loading in
the stand before a fire occurs, rather than react to a wildfire with the full amount of available fuel
to burn (Jain et al. 2012).
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It has been demonstrated that manipulating the fuel loading in a forest stand prior to a wildfire
event can reduce the fire intensity, which reduces the impact on tree mortality, offers greater
control opportunities, and increases firefighter safety (Jain et al. 2012). However, these
treatments can be expensive and forest managers need to understand the cost benefit associated
with them (McHugh 2006). Often times, it can be difficult to estimate the cost of these
treatments because of the variety of equipment, treatment methods, and biotic and abiotic
variables (Robichaud and Ashmun 2013). Moreover, the extent to which costs change through
the course of stand development, and the relative cost-effectiveness of fuel treatments, is poorly
understood.
One of the most commonly used cost simulation programs, the Fuels Reduction Cost Simulator
(FRCS), provides effective estimates, but is due for improvement through the inclusion of
updated algorithms and machine data. Further, coding of FRCS in an open source platform such
as R and linking it with FVS will both expand the model’s existing capabilities and make it
available to a wider audience. We refer to this new simulation program as FVS-OpCost, because
the model includes algorithms that estimate logging costs associated with silvicultural
prescriptions within FVS as part of stand growth projections, and provides automated routines
for choosing among available equipment options. The stand-alone version of FVS-OpCost will
also incorporate a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) to make running the simulations
as simple as possible.

Figure 1. The R FVS-OpCost GUI closely resembles the existing FRCS GUI, but is being linked
directly with FVS
Objectives: Our primary research objective in this work is for FVS-OpCost to operate as a
flexible, advanced cost simulator with the latest mechanized forestry systems incorporated into
the FVS and BioSum models. Integrating FRCS into FVS will make it possible to estimate the
net present value (NPV) of multiple future treatment alternatives, coupled with stand growth and
yield projections.
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Figure 2. Comparison of real (available equipment) and ideal (regionally unavailable, preferable
equipment) costs
FVS-OpCost is being designed to not only simulate the harvest system prescribed by the user,
but also alternative systems in order to compare among treatment options and associated costs.
This interface helps operations foresters and forest planners choose from among the range of
possible harvest systems, and assigns rank based on the present value of future costs associated
with possible silvicultural treatments. Additionally, FVS-OpCost also makes it possible to
generate paired stand yield curves over time and the present value of both associated treatment
costs and harvest revenue from the FVS-ECON extension. Together, the future revenue and cost
data provide detailed estimates of net present value (NPV) that can be input into planning
software such as SNAP for Arc-GIS (Sessions 1993).
FVS-OpCost also provides the user a unique option for comparison of real and ideal treatment
options. In this case, the ideal treatment scenario is based on all possible equipment represented
in the model, while the real scenario is based on regional surveys of actual equipment
availability.
Methods: Currently, we are coding the available algorithms on forestry production rates into the
FVS-OpCost simulator. The different forestry equipment is being organized and weighted by the
machine type, horse power, and the harvest system that this equipment is generally utilized with.
In the case of multiple studies showing different production rates for one piece of equipment the
formulas are weighted equally, unless there is evidence in the literature that one formula is
significantly more accurate than another.
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Most productivity studies develop their formulas around the amount of mass removed per set
amount of time. FVS-OpCost applies these kinds of formulas by using the estimated amount of
removed or altered material within a forested stand, designated by FVS or by the user of the
program, to predict the time it will take to complete an acre. Then the current regional labor and
machine costs are applied to the amount of time per acre to estimate the cost to treat each acre.
This information is saved within its own data matrix and can then be accessed by the operator or
written back to the parent program. However, there are many productivity algorithms that
express their outputs using different variables, and in these cases the algorithms are either
directly adjusted or the outputs are used within a second formula to derive the required outputs.
There are a small number of published algorithms that cannot be adjusted to work within this
framework, and in an effort to keep the program user friendly and as simple as possible, those
algorithms are not used within FVS-OpCost

Figure 3. Illustration of currently coded publications and machines in FVS-OpCost
Input data for the current version of FVS-OpCost is acquired from a Microsoft Access database
that is created by the BioSum simulator. Those Access databases are called using the RODBC R
package (Ripley and Lapsley 2002) and a few custom created drivers. Once the R program has
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identified the driver linking it to Access, the cutlist data table is loaded and the information for
the amount of the removed or altered material is used to estimate the cost associated with that
operation. The estimated time required for each activity is used to predict cost on a per acre
basis. The program then writes the cost estimations back into Access for further analysis in
Biosum.
Before FVS-OpCost is released to the public, extensive testing is being done to evaluate how
cost estimates provided for stand treatments compare to those from FRCS and to identify
possible prediction errors. For systems that have not been previously modeled, we will confirm
acceptable accuracy through comparison with regional logging cost indices (Meek 2014).
Our goal with FVS-OpCost is to represent as wide a range of current forestry equipment and
harvest systems as possible. To accomplish this task, the latest production and cost estimates
from published research need to be incorporated. Further, equipment and systems that have not
been adequately studied will be identified. For 2-3 systems identified as being critical for fuel
treatments, new work sampling or time and motion studies to characterize production are being
completed during 2014 and 2015.

Figure 4. Flow chart showing the objective dates for FVS-OpCost.
Further Work: OpCost will be operating with FVS and the BioSum framework by August,
2014. Once the program is functioning within BioSum, the final design of the stand-alone system
and the FVS system will be completed. The current goal is to have a functioning stand-alone
system available by January 2015, including the addition of new published studies from the
literature and 1-2 newly completed field studies.
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